A fruit ripening system wherein a continuous inflow of fresh air and ethylene gas is provided into a fruit ripening chamber in correct proportions to form a fruit ripening gas mixture that will predictably ripen fruit in a very short period of time, regardless of the previous state of ripening of the fruit. At the same time, the ripening chamber is continuously purged of carbon dioxide that is a byproduct of the ripening process so that during the ripening process a concentration of carbon dioxide sufficient to materially impede the ripening process is never allowed to build up. Critical parameters are defined for ripening temperature, the minimum ethylene gas concentration, time of exposure to the ethylene gas, and purging of carbon dioxide.
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PRODUCE RIPENING SYSTEM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of US provisional application 60/481,954 filed on Jan. 26, 2004 and US provisional application 60/521,473 filed on May 2, 2004, both of which are incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

The invention relates generally to produce storage and ripening and relates particularly to ways of storing and ripening produce upon demand.

In a simpler world, produce such as fruit and vegetables, especially perishable fruit and vegetables, were not transported very far to the place of consumption. Because the transportation distance was not great, the time in transit was not great. Would-be consumers who lived a distance from the farm or orchard would not be able to obtain a wide selection of fruits and vegetables. The only fruit and vegetables available at all would be those that are “in season” at farms or orchards that were not too far away.

It has become commonplace, in recent years, to transport nearly all kinds of fruit and vegetables great distances to consumers. From the consumer’s point of view, this has led to an extremely wide selection of fruits and vegetables, and the breadth of the selection is maintained throughout the year.

Part of what makes this selection possible is that many fruits and vegetables are picked when they are not yet ripe. This permits shipping the produce with the intention that the produce will ripen at a later time. In many cases it is assumed that some of the ripening can happen in transit, and that some of the ripening may happen while the produce is in the store awaiting purchase. Finally some of the ripening may happen in the home of the consumer.

It is well known to supply ethylene gas to produce during transit to help the produce ripen. It is also known to purge the ambient air about the produce to flush away carbon dioxide which is emitted by produce during ripening which interferes with ripening.


Ripening in the home is not easy to get right. Many consumers are not aware of how to ripen produce correctly. Those consumers who are aware how to ripen produce correctly may nonetheless not have needed equipment and facilities to ripen the produce correctly. Finally, some prior-art apparatus that is meant to assist a consumer in ripening produce does not work well for its purpose.

One way to ripen produce is simply to store it until it has ripened. This has drawbacks. For example the produce may ripen on a day that is earlier or later than the day the consumer wished to make use of the produce. The consumer who wishes to guard against this problem will be forced to purchase produce on several different days, gambling that one or another day’s worth of produce may happen to ripen on the desired day. This requires storage space for the batches of produce, and risks wasting some of the produce.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates generally to produce storage and ripening and relates particularly to ways of storing and ripening produce upon demand.

A fruit ripening system is described wherein a continuous inflow of fresh air and ethylene gas is provided into a fruit ripening chamber in correct proportions to form a fruit ripening gas mixture that will predictably ripen fruit in a very short period of time, regardless of the previous state of ripening of the fruit. At the same time, the ripening chamber is continuously purged of carbon dioxide that is a byproduct of the ripening process so that during the ripening process a concentration of carbon dioxide sufficient to materially impede the ripening process is never allowed to build up. Critical parameters are defined for ripening temperature, the minimum ethylene gas concentration, time of exposure to the ethylene gas, and purging of carbon dioxide.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a unit according to the invention.

FIG. 2 is a cross section of the unit of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a top view of the unit of FIG. 1, with the lid shut.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a unit 12 according to the invention. Lid 11 may be seen, in this view partially opened. Lid 11 rotates about hinge 10, permitting access to chamber 13.

FIG. 2 is a cross section of the unit 12 of FIG. 1. Movable partition 16 may be seen in edge-on view. It can move laterally (to the left and right in FIG. 2) to make the active portion (i.e. food ripening area) 19 of the chamber 13 larger or smaller, as will be discussed in greater detail below. Ethylene emitter 15 is able to emit ethylene into the active portion 19 of the chamber 13. Blower 14 permits influx of fresh air into the area of the emitter 15. The air, after mixing with the ethylene at the emitter 15, flows into the active portion 19.

FIG. 3 is a top view of the unit 12 of FIG. 1, with the lid 11 shut. Lid 11 is visible in plan view. Display 17 may be seen along with keypad 18. The display 17 and the 2 keypad 18 are communicatively connected with control electronics omitted for clarity in FIG. 3. The control electronics also control the ethylene emitter 15, the blower 14, the lighting control unit 20, and the temperature control unit 21.

Lighting control unit 20 permits controlling the light impinging upon the produce-visible light, radiant heat, infrared, and ultraviolet. Temperature control unit 21 permits keeping the produce warmer or cooler so as to accelerate or slow down the ripening, or to preserve the produce in its ripe state after it has ripened.

A goal of the apparatus is to enrich people’s lives by making fresh ripe food (especially fruit and vegetables) more readily available for home and commercial use by either accelerating or retarding ripening.

The invention essentially combines other inventions to allow them to work in concert to create a home or commercial ripening system combining ripening agents, chamber, and a database with a control device.
The apparatus will now be described in some greater detail. The apparatus may contain any or all of the following features.

Chamber. A chamber 19 for the food item (such as fruits and vegetables); this chamber may be adjustable to the size of the fruit (one size for pineapple a different size for a plum) by moving partition 16.

Catalyst. A catalyst agent (for either ripening or retarding ripening), for example a detachable canister of ethylene gas, providing emitter 15.

Gas regulation. A mechanism for regulating the gases around the food item, (which may be a fan or vent, or water spray etc). See for example blower 14.

Lighting regulation. A mechanism 20 for controlling light in the chamber (including all spectrums; radiant heat, infrared, ultraviolet etc).

Controls. A device which controls some or all of the systems above, such as a microcontroller.

Input devices. A system for linking ripening information to the device above (a dial or multiple dials or keypad 18 which may control different settings for an apple vs. a plum or a device such as a computer with a database that controls the device or settings that differentiate between food items or suggest to the operator how to better control the operation of the device to best ripen fruit).

Display. A visual, or aural or tactile or other display 17 which displays ripening or retarding information.

Temperature control. A temperature control 21 designed to optimize or retard ripening in combination of the above.

In a typical method, the consumer reads a PLU (price lookup) number from the produce, and enters that number into the keypad 18. Alternatively a UPC bar code may be used, or an alphabetic entry of the name of the fruit or vegetable. This permits the microcontroller to recommend a course of action for ripening that particular fruit or vegetable.

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus for ripening an identified food comprising:
   (i) a chamber, wherein the chamber comprises a movable partition disposed within the chamber, a chamber wall, and a lid disposed about the chamber, wherein the lid, the movable partition, and the chamber wall define a volume of a food ripening space, wherein an end user may access the food ripening space when the lid is in an open position to insert and remove a food identified with an identifier, wherein the identifier of the identified food is selected from the group consisting of UPC bar codes, SKU numbers, and PLU numbers, and wherein the lid maintains a surface between the food ripening space and the atmosphere outside the food ripening space when the lid is in a closed position;
   (ii) an ethylene ripening system, wherein the ethylene ripening system comprises means for storing ethylene gas and an ethylene gas emitter connected to the means for storing ethylene gas, wherein the ethylene gas emitter is disposed within the food ripening space and is adapted to emit and emits the ethylene gas into the food ripening space;
   (iii) a means for providing light to the food ripening space;
   (iv) a means for maintaining the temperature at one or more desired levels within the food ripening space;
   (v) a user interface adapted to receive input and receives input indicative of the identifier of the identified food;
   (vi) a computer adapted to receive and receives the first signal or a signal representative of the first signal, and wherein the computer comprises:
      (a) a database comprising data, wherein the data comprises ripening directions of the identified food corresponding to the identifier of the identified food, wherein the ripening directions comprise ethylene gas concentration and exposure information, ripening temperature information, and light exposure information, and
      (b) means for referencing the first signal with the database to provide the data comprising ripening directions of the identified food corresponding to the identifier of the identified food, wherein the computer provides a second signal indicative of the data comprising ripening directions of the identified food corresponding to the identifier of the identified food;
   (vii) a control system adapted to receive and receives the second signal or signal representative of the second signal, wherein the control system is adapted to control and controls:
      (a) the ethylene ripening system, wherein the control system controls the amount of ethylene gas added to the food ripening space and the concentration of ethylene gas contained within the food ripening space, and
      (b) the means for providing light to the food ripening space, wherein the controller controls the amount and intensity of light introduced to the food ripening space, and
      (c) the means for maintaining the temperature at a desired level within the food ripening space, wherein the controller controls the temperature within the food ripening space at one or more set points, wherein the control of (a), (b), and (c) are carried out in accordance with the ripening directions of the second signal, and wherein the control system is adapted to generate and generates a third signal indicative of the concentration of ethylene gas within the food ripening space, the temperature within the food ripening space, and the amount and intensity of light introduced to the food ripening space;
   (viii) a display means adapted to receive and receives the second signal or a signal representative of the second signal, and the third signal or signal representative of the third signal, wherein the display means is adapted to display and displays the data contained within the second signal or signal representative of the second signal comprising ripening directions of the identified food corresponding to the identifier of the identified food, and wherein the display means is capable of displaying the data contained within the third signal or signal representative of the third signal indicative of the concentration of ethylene gas within the food ripening space, the temperature within the chamber, and the amount and intensity of light introduced to the food ripening space, wherein the apparatus for ripening the identified food has a predetermined size, wherein the predetermined size is selected such that the apparatus may be used in the home of the end user;
   (ix) wherein the means for providing light to the food ripening space is accomplished by the use of a light bulb disposed within the food ripening space, and
   (x) wherein the light bulb is an ultraviolet light bulb.
2. An apparatus for ripening food comprising:
   (i) a chamber, wherein the chamber comprises a movable partition disposed within the chamber, a chamber wall,
and a lid disposed about the chamber, wherein the lid, the movable partition, and the chamber wall define a volume of a food ripening space wherein an end user may access so as to define the volume of the food ripening space, wherein an end user may access the food ripening space when the lid is in an open position to insert and remove a food, and wherein the lid maintains a surface between the food ripening space and the atmosphere outside the food ripening space when the lid is in a closed position;

(ii) an ethylene ripening system, wherein the ethylene ripening system comprises means for storing ethylene gas and an ethylene gas emitter connected to the means for storing ethylene gas, wherein the ethylene gas emitter is disposed within the food ripening space and is adapted to emit and which emits the ethylene gas into the food ripening space;

(iii) a means for providing light to the food ripening space;

(iv) a means for maintaining the temperature at a desired level within the food ripening space;

(v) a user interface adapted to receive input from an end user and which receives input from an end user indicative of the ripening directions of the food, wherein the ripening directions comprise ethylene gas concentration and exposure information, ripening temperature information, and light exposure information, and wherein the user interface is adapted to generate and which generates a first signal indicative of the ripening directions of food;

(vi) a control system adapted to receive and which receives the first signal or signal representative of the first signal, wherein the control system is capable of controlling and which controls:

(a) the ethylene ripening system, wherein the control system controls the amount of ethylene gas added to the food ripening space and the concentration of ethylene gas contained within the food ripening space,

(b) the means for maintaining the temperature at a desired level within the food ripening space, wherein the control system controls the temperature at one or more set points throughout the ripening process, and

(c) the means for providing light to the food ripening space, wherein the control system controls the amount and intensity of light introduced to the food ripening space, wherein the control of (a), (b), and (c) are carried out in accordance with the ripening directions of the first signal; and

(vii) a display means capable of receiving the first signal or a signal representative of the first signal, wherein the display means is capable of displaying the data comprising ripening directions of the food in the form of written communication or electronic communication, wherein the apparatus for ripening the food has a predetermined size, wherein the predetermined size is selected such that the apparatus may be used in the home of the end user.